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General

This week Conservative leader Erin O’Toole released the full platform for the Conservative
Party of Canada (CPC), within the first few days of this campaign. This early release in the
campaign differs from the party’s approach in 2019 when their full platform was released
after the leaders’ debate.

The key promises from the Conservative’s include the creation of one million new jobs and
to balance the budget in 10 years. The platform also includes a variety of promises for new
spending programs such as boosting the annual growth rate of funding distributed through
the Canada Health Transfer and a national childcare program that, in contrast to the
Liberals’ approach in Budget 2021, would have money flow directly to parents instead. The
platform is not yet fully costed but does note that updates will be forthcoming once the
Parliamentary Budget Officer has completed their review of the party’s costing estimates.

Key Highlights for CFLA-FCAB

Canadian Media and Content

● Introduce a digital media royalty framework to ensure that Canadian media outlets
are fairly compensated for the sharing of their content by platforms like Google and
Facebook. It will:

o Adopt a made in Canada approach that incorporates the best practices of
jurisdictions like Australia and France.

o Include a robust arbitration process and the creation of an intellectual
property right for article extracts shared on a social media platform.

o Ensure that smaller media outlets are included, and that the government
won’t be able to pick and choose who has access to the royalty framework.

● Introduce a Digital Services Tax representing 3% of gross revenue in Canada to
make web giants pay their fair share.



● Significantly reduce the amount of money the government is spending on
advertising with big foreign tech companies like Twitter and instead direct federal ad
dollars to Canadian media, including community weeklies, regional media, and
ethnic media.

● Recognize and correct the adverse economic impact for creators and
publishers from the uncompensated use of their works in a manner consistent
with the unanimous recommendations of the Heritage Committee of the
House of Commons Report in 2019.

● [Note from Impact:] This is an important commitment for us to watch since
it hints at reversing fair dealing provisions with talk of adopting the Heritage
report from 2019, an approach that the Industry committee did not
recommend. The Supreme Court also recently affirmed fair dealing.

● Conduct a review of federal book publishing policy to enhance the commercial
viability of Canada’s independent publishing sector.

Canadian Heritage

● Create a new Canadian Heritage Preservation Fund to provide a total of $75 million
in grants to municipal governments over the next five years for the repair and
restoration of historical monuments, statues, and heritage buildings.

● Continue to support efforts to maintain Canada’s national monuments.
● Ensure the prompt completion of the Canadian Monument to the Victims of

Communism.

Alternative Approach to Amending the Broadcasting Act

● The CPC would replace the Liberals previously proposed approach to amending the
Broadcasting Act (Bill C-10) with an alternative approach that would:

o Require large digital streaming services like Netflix, Disney+ and Amazon
Prime Video to reinvest a significant portion of their Canadian gross revenue
into producing original Canadian programming, of which a mandated
proportion must be French language programming.

▪ If they fail to do so on their own in a given year, they will be required
to pay the difference into the Canadian Media Fund.

▪ The proportion chosen will vary based on the nature of the streaming
service and would be determined based on the best practices of other
jurisdictions, such as those in Europe and Australia, as well as the
nature of the Canadian market.

▪ Content reinvestment requirements will also recognize and incentivize
partnerships with Canadian independent media producers.



o Exempt the content Canadians upload onto social media sites like Facebook,
YouTube and Tik Tok from regulation in order to protect free speech.

o Streamline and reduce the regulatory burden placed on conventional
Canadian broadcasters and cable companies, including CRTC license fees and
Canadian Media Fund contribution requirements, with the loss in revenue to
be compensated by a portion of the revenue from the new digital services
tax. This will include abolishing CRTC Part II license fees.

Access to Information Act Amendments

● Fix Access to Information by giving the Commissioner of Information the power to
make orders to departments to release information promptly.

Broadband and Connectivity

● The CPC pledges to accelerate the delivery of broadband from coast to coast to
coast, by:

o Accelerating the plan to get rural broadband built.
o Speeding up the spectrum auction process to get more spectrum into use

and apply “use it or lose it” provisions to ensure that spectrum (particularly in
rural areas) is actually developed, with auction revenue dedicated to their
digital infrastructure plan.

o Requiring that Huawei equipment not be used, to protect national security.
● The CPC plans to reduce how much Canadians pay for cellphones and internet.

Their four-part affordability plan includes:
o Accountability: Put consumers first and hold the big telecom service

providers accountable for anti-competitive behaviour and practices that hurt
consumers.

o Competition: The CPC will promote competition by allowing foreign
telecommunications companies to provide services to Canadian customers,
provided that the same treatment is reciprocated for Canadian companies in
that company’s country.

o Access: Build digital infrastructure to connect all of Canada to High-Speed
Internet by 2025.

o Investment: Promote investment in communications facilities by local and
regional communities and businesses.

● The CPC also pledges to support broadband in rural Indigenous communities by:
o Streamlining the application processes for Indigenous communities.
o Providing more support and develop more flexible funding arrangements.
o Providing technical support during the application process.



General Infrastructure

● Scrap the Canada Infrastructure Bank and commit the money sitting unused on its
books to infrastructure projects that can strengthen the economy. The CPC would
continue already committed projects and return to the model used in the last
Conservative government of working in partnership with provinces, municipalities,
and First Nations to encourage the use of Public-Private Partnerships.

● Reprioritize the Investing in Canada Plan towards infrastructure projects that would
have the maximum benefit for economic recovery. The CPC proposes including
projects that strengthen transit and trade, reduce congestion and gridlock, and
advance economic reconciliation with First Nations. The CPC also notes that they will
reduce bureaucratic red tape in the application process so money can get out the
door faster.

● Create requirements that equipment and materials for federally funded
infrastructure projects be purchased from Canadian companies or those from
countries with which Canada has agreed to mutually allow our workers to supply
each other’s infrastructure projects.

Green Infrastructure

● Develop a Net Zero Foundations program to begin putting in place the building
blocks required to meet our net zero goals. This will include:

o Continuing to develop the building codes and standards necessary to
support net zero goals for both new builds and retrofits;

o Developing curriculum for trade schools and institutes that support building
design and construction;

o Improving certification standards; and
o Developing initiatives to pilot new technologies and solutions that will lower

the cost and speed up the pace of retrofits, particularly residential retrofits.


